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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for providing multi-beam Wi-Fi access 
points. The system includes one or more Wi-Fi transmit 
antennas beam formers; one or more Wi-Fi receive antennas 
or receive beam formers; and a number N of co-channel Wi-Fi 
access points (APs) and a number of M non co-channel APS, 
where all APs comply with IEEE802.11xx standard, con 
nected to the Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers, wherein 
the Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers are configured to 
produce a plurality of non spatially adjacent beams of a com 
mon frequency, directed at a plurality of Wi-Fi user equip 
ment (UE) such that the directional beams are sufficiently 
isolated from each other, and at least some of the Wi-Fi UEs 
communicate simultaneously with the plurality of Wi-Fi 
access points. 
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MULT-BEAM CO-CHANNEL W-FIACCESS 
POINT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent application No. 61/764,209 filed on Feb. 13, 2013 
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to the field of 
radio frequency (RF) multiple-input-multiple-output 
(MIMO) systems, Wi-Fi (e.g., 802.11a, b, g, ac, n), and in 
particular to Systems and methods for implementing Multi 
Beam base-station architecture for Wi-Fi protocol. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Prior to setting forth a short discussion of the related 
art, it may be helpful to set forth definitions of certain terms 
that will be used hereinafter. 
0004. The term “Wi-Fi” as used herein, may include a 
wireless communication exchange of data over a computer 
network, which includes high-speed Internet connections. 
The Wi-Fi Alliance defines Wi-Fi as any “wireless local area 
network (WLAN) products that are based on the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 stan 
dards'. Wi-Fi access points (APs) are Wi-Fi base stations 
configured to communicate with the wireless devices and 
connect with the communication network over wires. Wi-Fi 
User Equipment (UE) devices (which may be referred to as 
“UEs”) are Wi-Fi devices that connect via Wi-Fi with the 
Wi-Fi access points. 
0005 While WiMAX and LTE, multi-channel Time-Do 
main-Duplex (TDD) basestations typically synchronize 
Transmitter/Receiver time interval amongst themselves, in 
order to avoid self jamming, the Wi-Fi 802.11 protocol does 
not normally lend itself to Such synchronization, since it is a 
contention based (e.g., Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Colli 
sion avoidance based) protocol with little or no central con 
trol, granting independent Transmitter/Receiver Switching 
for each channel. 
0006. Therefore, co-location of co-channel Wi-Fi APs 
presents a challenge since one AP's transmission would block 
others; additionally, APs may jam each other's subscribers 
acknowledgments, causing excessive retransmissions and 
loss, rather than gain of capacity. 
0007 Thus, Multi-Cell deployment efficiency depends on 
significant isolation between Wi-Fi cells, a condition that 
Suits indoors applications, where walls attenuation plays a 
positive role; residential environments enjoy both Such isola 
tion as well as light loading created by relatively few users per 
AP. 
0008 Wi-Fi outdoors deployments, however, have both 
large users’ count and poor Cell-to-Cell and Station-to-Sta 
tion isolation. 

SUMMARY 

0009 Embodiments of the present invention may facilitate 
intensive frequency reuse per cell; by addressing the mecha 
nism that hampers co-location of co-channel APs, via intro 
duction of beam forming based Super isolation between trans 
mitters assembly and receivers assembly of co-located 
co-channel Access Points (APs). 
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00.10 Embodiments of the present invention may provide 
intensive attenuation of UE transmissions signals received by 
non-serving APs, via beam forming means. 
0011. According to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a system for providing multi-beam Wi-Fi access points 
is provided herein. The system may enable virtually co-lo 
cated, co-channel Wi-Fi Access Points (APs) to perform with 
reduced inter-dependency by separating receive and transmit 
AP's signals, and by reducing cross talk between AP's receiv 
ing beams. The system may include, for example, the follow 
ing elements: one or more Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam 
formers; one or more Wi-Fi receive antennas; and a number N 
of co-channel Wi-Fi access points (APs), and M non co 
channel Wi-Fi APs which comply with the IEEE802.11xx 
standard, connected to the Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam 
formers, wherein the Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers 
are configured to produce a plurality of directional beams, 
directed at a plurality of Wi-Fi user equipment (UE) such that 
non spatially adjacent directional beams are sufficiently iso 
lated from each other, so that at least some of the Wi-Fi UEs 
communicate simultaneously, concurrently, or Substantially 
at the same time with the plurality of Wi-Fi access points. 
0012 Embodiments of the present invention enable the 
implementation of a system that facilitates the implementa 
tion of Multi-Beam MIMO architecture for Wi-Fi protocol 
802.11b, a, g, ac, n, and its future derivatives. 
0013 These additional, and/or other aspects and/or advan 
tages of the present invention are set forth in the detailed 
description which follows. 
0014. It should be noted that Wi-Fi clients are referred to in 
this text as stations or UEs or UE devices, while Wi-Fi Access 
Points are referred to as APs 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 For a better understanding of the invention and in 
order to show how it may be implemented, references are 
made, purely by way of example, to the accompanying draw 
ings in which like numerals designate corresponding ele 
ments or sections. In the accompanying drawings; 
(0016 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary Municipal Wi-Fi 
deployment, based on Omni Directional AP mounted on 
lamppost, according to the prior art (aspects of FIG.1 may be 
used with embodiments of the present invention); 
0017 FIG. 2 illustrates a sector Wi-Fi base station 
mounted on a wall, splitting the sector into multiple beams, 
each feeding a separate AP, where coverage of both sides of a 
given street is accomplished by alternating mounting points 
left side/right side of the street, in accordance with some 
embodiments of the present invention: 
0018 FIG.3 illustrates another example of sectors deploy 
ment in accordance with Some embodiments of the present 
invention; 
0019 FIG. 4 is an example of beams patterns originated by 
a beam former in accordance with embodiments of the present 
invention; 
0020 FIG. 5A is a block diagram describing a digital 
beam forming implementation in accordance with embodi 
ments of the present invention; 
0021 FIG. 5B is a block diagram describing a digital 
beam forming implementation in accordance with embodi 
ments of the present invention; 
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0022 FIG. 6 describes a block diagram of digital beam 
forming implementing closed-loop antenna array's elements 
tapering in accordance with embodiments of the present 
invention; 
0023 FIG. 7 describes a block diagram of digital beam 
forming implementing closed-loop TX signal cancellation at 
RX inputs in accordance with embodiments of the present 
invention; 
0024 FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating isolation of 
receiver antenna and a transmitter antenna array in accor 
dance with Some embodiments of the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating isolation of 
receiver antenna and a transmitter antenna arrays in accor 
dance with Some embodiments of the present invention; 
0026 FIG. 10A is a block diagram of a multiple APs site 
using an Omni (or sector) antenna for receiving and a narrow 
beam antenna for transmitting in accordance with some 
embodiments of the present invention: 
0027 FIG. 10B is a high level flowchart illustrating a 
method according to Some embodiments of the present inven 
tion; 
0028 FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a multiple access 
points site using a first set of narrow beam antennas for 
transmitting, and a second set for receiving in accordance 
with embodiments of the present invention; 
0029 FIG. 12 illustrates installation of Tx and Rx array 
according to one embodiment; 
0030 FIG. 13 illustrates installation of Tx and Rx array 
according to another embodiment; 
0031 FIG. 14 describes an antenna element that can be 
used for a multi-element antenna array in accordance with 
embodiments of the present invention: 
0032 FIG. 15 illustrates two proximal antenna elements 
cross talk; 
0033 FIG. 16 illustrates cancellation circuit for elimina 
tion or reduction of cross talk between two antennas; 
0034 FIG. 17 illustrates cancellation circuit for elimina 
tion or reduction of cross talk between two antenna arrays in 
accordance with embodiments of the present invention; 
0035 FIG. 18 is yetan alternative of channel allocations to 
consecutive beams in accordance with Some embodiments of 
the present invention in accordance with embodiments of the 
present invention; 
0036 FIG. 19 illustrates example offeeding several chan 
nels to a beam in accordance with Some embodiments of the 
present invention; 
0037 FIG. 20 illustrates Cell area where the AP cluster's 
RX beams sidelobe-rejection permits capacity multiplication 
in accordance with embodiments of the present invention; 
0038 FIG.21 is a flowchart illustrating initial operation— 
selecting transmit channels per beam in accordance with 
Some embodiments of the present invention; 
0039 FIG.22 is a flowchart illustrating estimating beams 
crosstalk in accordance with some embodiments of the 
present invention; 
0040 FIG. 23 is a block diagram illustrating using 
crosstalk data to minimize the crosstalk via scheduling, in 
accordance with some embodiments of the present invention; 
0041 FIG. 24 illustrates a flowchart and a block diagram 
showing optimizing UES allocation to beams in accordance 
with some embodiments of the present invention; 
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0042 FIG. 25 describes mitigation of possible issues 
where tapering and cancellation effectiveness are jeopardized 
by non-flat channel in accordance with embodiments of the 
present invention; 
0043 FIG. 26 describes mitigation of possible issues 
where the Tx array reflection from close by reflectors is 
introduced into a receiving beam, Surpassing the required 
isolation threshold in accordance with embodiments of the 
present invention; and 
0044 FIG. 27 describes mitigation of possible issues 
where TX signal leakage via conductive paths surpasses the 
required isolation threshold in accordance with embodiments 
of the present invention. 
0045. The drawings together with the following detailed 
description make the embodiments of the invention apparent 
to those skilled in the art. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0046) With specific reference now to the drawings in 
detail, it is stressed that the particulars shown are for the 
purpose of example and solely for discussing the preferred 
embodiments of the present invention, and are presented in 
the cause of providing what is believed to be the most useful 
and readily understood description of the principles and con 
ceptual aspects of the invention. In this regard, no attempt is 
made to show structural details of the invention in more detail 
than is necessary for a fundamental understanding of the 
invention. The description taken with the drawings makes 
apparent to those skilled in the art how the several forms of the 
invention may be embodied in practice. 
0047. Before explaining the embodiments of the invention 
in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited 
in its application to the details of construction and the 
arrangement of the components set forth in the following 
descriptions or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is 
applicable to other embodiments and may be practiced or 
carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that 
the phraseology and terminology employed herein is for the 
purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting. 
0048 FIG. 1 shows legacy Wi-Fi APs which are typically 
implemented with Omni directional antennas, and when 
deployed outdoors in accordance with the prior art. These 
Wi-Fi APs are frequently deployed in urban areas over lamp 
post and produce omnidirectional coverage 10. 
0049 FIGS. 2 and 3 are high level block diagrams illus 
trating deployment of multi beam Wi-Fi APs 102, 104 202 
and 204 in accordance with embodiments of the present 
invention serving UEs 112, 114 and 212, 214 respectively. 
The distributed nature of CSMA protocols and 802.11 Wi-Fi 
in particular, generates little central control and limited pre 
dictability of time slices allocated to AP and its various Cli 
ents for transmissions. Unlike other wireless protocols like 
GSM, CDMA, LTE, the Wi-Fi protocol prohibits transmis 
sion in presence of identified contention, even one with a very 
low signal level, while Cellular transmission will normally 
take place regardless of interference and be successful if 
signal to noise plus interferences (SINR) is sufficient. 
0050 For comparison, TDD Multi-User Cellular protocol 
base stations can Switch simultaneously or concurrently 
between Transmission and Reception, due to their full control 
on who does what and when; a cluster of Wi-Fi APs feeding 
similar co-located set of beams, will each switch between 
Receiver and Transmitter independently, jamming each other 
on many occasions; while the former is capable of reusing the 
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spectrum up to N folds, where N is the number of directional 
beams created by the base station, the latter effort to carry N 
independent data streams will result in self AP to AP as well 
as UEs to APs frequent jamming, adversely affecting overall 
capacity. 
0051 Embodiments of the present invention describe a 
method of clustering Wi-Fi multiple concurrent APs operat 
ing independently using legacy PHY and MAC 802.11 pro 
tocol, implementing multi-beam, as described in FIG. 2 and 
FIG. 3. 
0052. In order to allow for one AP's receiver to be oblivi 
ous to or not recognize another AP transmitting close by on 
the same frequency channel, the required isolation is calcu 
lated as follows: Assuming EIRP of +23 dBm should be 
brought down or reduces to noise level of some -90 dBm=113 
dB. Note that when activating more than one co-channel over 
same antenna array, the Summation of their power may be 
limited to the ceiling (in this case to +23 dBm); for example, 
4 Such co-channel APS may be using in Such a case up to 17 
dBm each. 
0053 FIG. 4 describes exemplary multi-beam structures 
402 and 404 where beams cover a given sector, where each 
non spatially adjacent beam can reuse the same frequency 
channel due to low side lobe 405 implementation that may 
facilitate SINR equal or larger than 30 dB in presence of each 
other. Such architecture can span the entire cell coverage with 
two different channels, i.e. with Reuse Factor-2. 
0054 FIGS. 5A and 5B describe two methods of imple 
menting digital beam forming for multiple Access Points; 
FIG. 5A describes antennas array 510A, radio circuitries 
520A, digital beam forming module 530A baseband proces 
sors 540A and a coordinator 550A This architecture leads to 
a separation of AP circuitry into processor 540A and radio 
520A at the digital interface 530A that connects them. 
0055 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the digital beam forming is performed by using integrated 
Wi-Fi AP chip, converting all of their transmission RF paths 
into low frequency and digitizing it, converting all of their 
receiving RF paths into low frequency and digitizing it, feed 
ing said digital signals into a digital processing module which 
performs beam forming, tapering and cancellation, and then 
converting the outputs of the said digital processing module 
back to RF level and feeding the transmission and the receiv 
ing antenna arrays. 
0056. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the digital beam forming is performed by separating AP chip 
sets into two parts, one being the transceiver, the other being 
the baseband, lining up the latter in groups and connecting 
them to inputs of a digital processing module which performs 
beam forming, tapering, and cancellation, the former in simi 
lar groups and connecting them to the outputs of the said 
digital processing module, wherein the RF portion of the said 
transceivers are connected to a Transmission Antenna Array 
and a Receiving Antenna Array. 
0057 FIG.5B describes antennas array 510B, beam form 
ing module 520B which includes analog to digital modules 
515B digital beam formers 530B and digital to analog mod 
ules 517B. radio circuitries and baseband processors are inte 
grated into a monolithic module 540B and a coordinator 
550B. This alternative architecture keeps the AP's radio and 
processor in its integrated form 540B; in that configuration, 
separation is done between the AP radio and the antennas, and 
the RF signals are converted to digital and then back to RF, 
creating a placeholder for digital manipulations. 
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0.058 FIG. 6 describes closed loop tapering implemented 
for FIG. 5A although the description is similar for FIG. 5B. 
This architecture includes antennas array 602A, 602B radio 
circuitries 604A, 604B, digital beam forming module 606A, 
606B baseband processors 608 a coordinator 610 a monitor 
ing receiver 612 and a tapering control module 614. Antenna 
tapering is a technique that manipulates current and Voltage 
distribution across the antenna or antenna array aperture, in 
order to improve performance; in this invention, tapering 
manipulates phase and amplitude of signals antenna termi 
nating elements in an array, in order to reduce side lobes. 
0059 Closed loop tapering further enhances performance 
as it is Supported by monitoring the results. Such monitoring 
is performed by measurement of the undesired TX signal 
appearing in a given receiving antenna element of a combi 
nation of antenna elements (i.e. a receiving beam); tapering of 
both the Tx and the Rx arrays is done so that the Tx signal at 
the RX receiver is minimized. 

0060 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the directional beams have a side lobe pattern of approxi 
mately -30 dB, achieved via digital tapering, implemented by 
both mathematical calculation and closed loop cancellation 
using feedback from at least one of: UE devices and calibra 
tion transmitters. 

0061 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the receive and/or transmit antennas comprise an array of 
antenna elements and wherein said arrays are implemented 
with tapering that further reduces side lobe levels of the 
beams. 
0062 FIG. 7 describes closed loop Tx cancellation imple 
mented for FIG. 5A although the description is similar for 
FIG. 5B. This architecture includes antennas array 702A, 
702B radio circuitries 704A, 704B, digital beam forming 
module 706A, 706B baseband processors 708 a coordinator 
710 a monitoring receiver 712 and a tapering and cancellation 
control module 714. TX cancellation is a technique that takes 
a sample of a given TX signal, and uses it to nullify or to 
reduce the traces of Such signals, which are detected in a 
receiver; the Tx sample is tuned to create destructive interfer 
ence with the traces of Tx detected at the RX. 

0063. In order to achieve the required isolation between 
transmitting antenna arrays and the receiving antenna, some 
or all of the following features may be used: 
0064 Separating Receiver and Transmitter antenna by 
some 10 m provides some 60 dB of isolation: 1 m separation 
offers some 40 dB of isolation; 
0065. Wrapping both antennas structure by RF absorbing 
material, adds up to 5 dB of isolation; 
0.066 Shaping the individual antenna elements provides 
some additional 20 dB of isolation for an individual antenna 
and some additional 10 dB of isolation for an array; and 
0067. Designing the Transmitter antenna array using 
tapering technology can provide some 30 dB of side-lobes 
reduction per array. 
0068 Total isolation achievable with the above means 
amounts to 60+5+20+10+30–125 dB, exceeding the 
Required Isolation goal, provided however that close by 
reflections are eliminated and far away ones are sufficiently 
attenuated. 

0069 FIG.8 describes isolation buildup 800 for a Wi-Fi AP 
820 between a transmit beam forming array 810 and a receive 
sectorantenna 830 separated by 10 m. The calculation shows 
125 dB of isolation can be achieved. 
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0070 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the isolation is achieved by a spatial separation that attenuates 
the transmitted signal of the directional beams by at least 100 
dB. 
0071. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the receive antennas and/or the transmit antennas are posi 
tioned so that side lobes are directed to each other, wherein 
the antennas are designed Such that said side lobes are Sup 
pressed. 
0072 FIG.9 describes isolation buildup 900 of a Wi-Fi AP 
930 between a transmit beam forming array 910 and a receive 
beam forming array 920 separated by 1 m. In such a case, the 
reduced spacing is compensated by increased sidelobe rejec 
tion created by the second array, and the calculation is: 40+5+ 
10+10+30+30–125 dB, showing similar achievable isolation 
that exceeds the Require Isolation goal. 
0073 FIG. 10A describes a system apparatus block dia 
gram using a multi-beam array for transmission 1010 and 
beam forming 1060, while the reception is done via an Omni 
(or a Sector) antenna 1020 that covers approximately the 
same azimuth and elevation angles; a legacy Wi-Fi APs 
transmission output is connected to each one of the beams, 
while its input is fed from the Omni (or sector) antenna 1020 
via an RF hub 1030. The drawing shows that more than one 
AP 1040 can be connected to each beam—as long as it is not 
using the same frequency channel. Each AP is equipped with 
mechanism 1070 to monitor data rate per UE, either inter 
nally, or via an external monitoring function than may be local 
or alternatively in higher levels of the network or application 
Source: Such monitoring may be statistical. Additionally, all 
APs participating in the cluster are connected to a central unit 
1050 that coordinates their channels and UE allocations. 
0074 Alternatively, in some embodiments, a single AP is 
configured to serve Some or all directional beams. 
0075 According to some embodiments, the Wi-Fi AP pro 
tocol has a basic medium contention IEEE802.11XX in which 
Wi-Fi devices packets are not synchronized or delayed and 
where a distributed coordination function is applied via at 
least one of carrier sense and random back-off, for collisions 
avoidance. 
0076 According to some embodiments, gaps between the 
spatially separated beams which use a first Wi-Fi frequency 
channel, may be filled by an omni/sector antenna using a 
second Wi-Fi frequency channel whose power leakage to the 
first Wi-Fi frequency channel is guaranteed by the standard, 
to be lower than approximately -90 dBm. 
0077. The assumption in an architecture according to one 
embodiment is that all beams overlap each other coverage, 
and that every other beam is isolated from each other by some 
30 dB (as measured at an antenna test range); a pair of chan 
nels is used for odd and even beams, thus enabling frequency 
reuse, up to N/2, where N is the number of beams. FIG. 10B 
is a high level flowchart illustrating a method 1000B accord 
ing to some embodiments of the present invention. The 
method may include for example providing one or more 
Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers 1010; providing one or 
more Wi-Fi receive antennas 1020; providing a number N of 
co-channel Wi-Fi access points (APs) which comply with the 
IEEE802.11XX standard, connected to the Wi-Fi transmit 
antennas beam formers 1030; and producing a plurality of 
spatially directional beams of a common frequency (i.e., 
same carrier frequency for the Wi-Fitransmitting), directed at 
a plurality of Wi-Fi user equipment (UE) such that the direc 
tional beams are sufficiently isolated from each other, so that 
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at least some of the Wi-Fi UEs communicate simultaneously, 
concurrently or substantially at the same time with the plu 
rality of Wi-Fi access points 1040. 
0078 FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a system according to 
Some embodiments of the present invention. The system may 
include one or more Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers 
1110, having one or more Wi-Fi receive antennas, and a 
number N of co-channel Wi-Fi access points (APs) 1130 
which comply with the IEEE802.11xx standard having Wi-Fi 
transmitters and receivers and, connected to the Wi-Fi trans 
mit antennas beam formers and the Wi-Fi receive antennas 
1120. The Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers 1110 are 
configured to produce and transmit a plurality of directional 
beams 1170A of a common frequency, directed at a plurality 
of Wi-Fi user equipment (UE) devices 1180A and 1180B 
such that the directional beams are sufficiently isolated from 
each other, so that at least some of the Wi-Fi UE devices 
communicate concurrently or simultaneously with the plural 
ity of Wi-Fi APS via directional receive beams 1070B and 
receive antennas or beam formers 1120. UE devices may be 
any Wi-Fi enabled end user devices such as cellular phones, 
tablet PC, laptop computers, hand held devices and the like. 
007.9 The multi-beam antenna arrays, covering approxi 
mately the same azimuth and elevation angles, use one array 
for receiving 1120 and the other for transmitting 1110 of each 
AP 1130. The use of multi-beam on both Transmitter and 
Receiver, enhances overall capacity not only over uplink, but 
also for downlink, as the less APs receivers can detect trans 
missions of out-of-beam co-channel UE devices, the less they 
are inhibited from transmitting at will. 
0080. Each AP 1030 is equipped with mechanism 1040 to 
monitor data rate per UE, either internally, or via an external 
monitoring function that may be local or alternatively in 
higher levels of the network or application source: Such moni 
toring may be statistical. Additionally, all APS participating in 
the cluster are connected to a local central unit 1050 that 
coordinates their channels and UE allocations. 

I0081. Additional value of using a multi-beam array for 
Receiver, is the ability to select adjacent beams for the recep 
tion of UEs that are otherwise blocked by neighboring beams 
UEs; similarly, individual APS may attenuate their sensitivity 
without violating the standard requirement (as long as their 
receiving sensitivity+Antenna gain meet-90 dBm) thus 
reducing collisions with out-of-beam UEs. 
I0082. According to some embodiments, the N co-channel 
Wi-Fi transmitters are sufficiently isolated from their N 
respective receivers such that the transmission power 
received by N-1 of the N co-channel Wi-Fi transmitters is 
lower than a white Gaussian noise present in the N respective 
receivers. 

I0083. According to some embodiments, the receivers and 
the transmitters are sufficiently spatially separated from each 
other so that the transmission power decays to a level of a 
white Gaussian noise. 

I0084. According to some embodiments, the isolation is 
achieved by the spatial separation is at least 100 dB. Specifi 
cally, the receive antennas and/or the transmit antennas are 
positioned in a way that direct side lobes to each other. Alter 
natively, the antennas are designed Such that said side lobes 
are suppressed. 
I0085. According to some embodiments, traces of trans 
mitted signals originated from said access points and detected 
at its receiving circuitry, are fed into a cancelation process in 
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which samples of the original transmitted signals are Sub 
tracted from said traces, in order to nullify or at least reduce 
them. 
I0086 FIG. 12, 13 describes example of mounting layout 
of two arrays showing a first layout 1200 illustrating a trans 
mit beam former array 1210 and receive beam former array 
1220 and a second layout 1300 illustrating a transmit beam 
former array 1310 and receive beam former array 1320. 
0087 FIG. 14 describes a beam pattern diagram 1400 of a 
possible antenna element that can be used to build such an 
antenna array; it outlines a radiation pattern of a patchantenna 
over ground plane, which has a main lobe pointing towards 
some bore sight, lower radiation level at +/-90° (which serves 
the purpose of increasing isolation toward other antennas 
installed alongside), and back lobes. 
I0088 FIG. 15 is a beam pattern diagram 1500 illustrating 
the parasitic impact of back lobes and 90° side lobes which 
creates crosstalk between a receiving and a transmitting 
antennas that are virtually co-located; it also indicates that 
Such contributors are coherently combined, so that they pro 
vide a single vector equal to ES, which lends itself to cancel 
lation or reduction of transmission traces detected at receiv 
ing circuits of the APs. 
I0089 FIG. 16 describes a circuit 1600 that implements 
cancellation of Tx components found in the RX receiver 1620 
connected to receive antennas 1610; Cancellation is carried 
out by a combination of nulling module 1650, Summation 
modules 1630 and 1640 and phase sifter/gain control module 
1660. Such cancellation between 2 antennas can be done with 
a single circuit per antenna pair (for a given frequency) due to 
the coherency of the Summation of all participating sources of 
leakage. It should be noted that X, a is used at off line 
calibration and X is used during operation. 
0090 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the tapering is carried out by monitoring traces of transmitted 
signals originated from said APs, and manipulating antennas 
weights to reduce said traces, and wherein said traces are fed 
or input into a cancelation process in which samples of the 
original signal are subtracted from said traces. 
0091 FIG. 17 describes a circuit 1700 that implements 
cancellation of Tx for an entire array, element by element 
based on the same characteristic of the coherency of all par 
ticipating sources of leakage It is noted that a separate can 
cellation circuit 1710-1 ... 17010-N is required per eachTx 
beam in the transmit beam former array 1720. Also noted that 
the cancellation is done with Support of a closed loop mecha 
nism, by monitoring the cancellation Success at the receivers 
inputs. 
0092. In yet another embodiment, such wide band cancel 
lation or reduction can be performed via wide band cancella 
tion methods e.g. using Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter 
1ng. 
0093. When performing TX cancellation during real time 
operation—rather than only at factory and on installation— 
gaps in transmission of UEs and neighboring APs should be 
detected; when available, TX beams should be turned on one 
by-one for the calibration/tuning process. 
0094 FIG. 18 describes two cases 1800A and 1800B 
where channel allocations per beam uses more than two chan 
nels for each Wi-Fi station 1810A and 1810B respectively. 
0095 According to some embodiments, the coordinator 
initiates a handover of a UEs (a victim UE) which is affected 
by multipath coming from some reflector illuminated by 
another co-channel beam (the victimizer beam); Such a han 
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dover may be toward either a the very same victimizing 
beam if SINR is sufficient, or towards another lower inter 
ference available beam. Such multipath generated leakage 
amongst co-channel beams are referred to as Cross Talk. 
0096. According to some embodiments, the coordinator 
reports the crosstalk table to the both victim UEs and victim 
izing beams and the scheduler of both access points performs 
a coordination that facilitates time sharing when victim UEs 
are served. According to some embodiments, the Wi-Fi APs 
channels are associated with at least two frequencies. 
0097 FIG. 19 describes cases 1900A and 1900B where 
more than one channel is feeding one beam for the Wi-Fi 
station 1910A or 1910B. According to some embodiments, 
coverage gaps between the set of spatially separated beams 
which use a first Wi-Fi frequency channel, are filled by the 
other set of spatially separated beams which use a second 
Wi-Fi frequency channel. 
0098. According to some embodiments, the one or more 
Wi-Fi receive antennas are implemented as one or more 
beam formed array of antennas. 
0099. According to some embodiments, the systems fur 
ther includes a gateway and access point coordinator config 
ured to instruct the beam formers to spatially manipulate the 
beams, based on data received from the Wi-Fi UEs, so as to 
maintain the sufficient isolation between the beams, over 
time. 
0100. According to some embodiments, side lobes of at 
least one of the beams are reduced to a level of approximately 
30 dB below their peak. This may be implemented by means 
of both mathematical calculations and closed loop tapering. 
In one embodiment weights setting may be based on feedback 
from UEs or from calibration transmitters located at various 
points throughout the cells coverage area 
0101 FIG. 20 describes the isolation issue from the uplink 
point of view: while the intensive isolation created between 
Tx and Rx of APs, guarantees AP,s transmission will not 
prohibit AP, from transmitting, the transmission originated 
from a close by Wi-Fi Station served by AP may be received 
by AP's receiver, and blocks its transmission. 
0102 To illustrate the issue, assume two Stations 2020 and 
2030 served by beam 2010 which represents both receiving 
and transmitting beams, and Station 2050 served by beam 
2040: UEs 2030 & 2050 can be served concurrently or simul 
taneously and independently by their respective serving 
beams 2010 & 2040. However, while beam 2010 is serving 
UE 2020, its uplink transmission is received by the AP 
receiver of the non serving beam 2050, causing the AP of 
beam 2050 to yield and refrain from serving UEs in its cov 
erage. 
0103) The aforementioned blocking happens due to the 
fact that side lobes level are some 30 dB below the peak 
(rather than a desired 100 dB); this fact causes a division of 
the Cell 2000 into 2 Zones: the last 30 dB of the range, and the 
rest of the cell, where the former being a region where Sta 
tions uplink will not block other beams downlink, and the 
latter being a region when probability of mutual blocking of 
uplinks in different co-channel beams is high. 
0104. As cell edge is defined at SINR of some 8 dB while 
desired SINR is some 20 dB, then the “clean range' is 
assumed to be 12 dB lower i.e. 18 dB. 
Assuming urban propagation factor of y=3.7, then 18 dB 
constitutes: 

R AR =3; indeed, FIG. 20 exhibits Rs radius ceiledge Yside iobe ie vei 
that is /3 of the radius to the Cell edge; the area covered by the 
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side lobes is (/3)2=/6=11% of the Cells area. Further 
assumptions are: Minimum detectable preamble transmitted 
from 1 m range: RX=~-42 dBm; AP sensitivity threshold For 
preamble detection RX=-82 dBm; and Cell Edge path 
loss=17 dBm+16 dBi-(-82 dBm)=115 dBm. 
0105 FIG. 20 demonstrates that by creating -30 dB side 
lobes and proper tuning of the power to fit the required cell 
edge, capacity multiplication will preside at some 89% of the 
Cells area. 
0106. According to some embodiments, a coordinator 
residing in the hub or in the gateway which serves the cluster 
of APS, performs traffic analysis and consequently executes 
load sharing between adjacent beams by forcing UEs han 
dover per the requirement of load balancing. 
0107 According to some embodiments, the forcing of the 
UEs handover between beams is carried out via Extended 
Service Set (ESS) if UEs are support ESS, or via denial of 
service to a given UE at a given beam. 
0108. According to some embodiments, cross talk 
between co-channel beams is periodically estimated using 
UEs estimation of alternative or neighboring APs, and the 
relative power of such neighbors versus the serving AP is 
reported by the UE to the access point, to be reported to the 
coordinator, generating for each UE crosstalk values origi 
nated by N-1 co-channel beams. 
0109 FIG. 21 describes a method 2100 for commission 
ing of such a Multi-Beam MIMO Wi-Fi base station which is 
deployed into and environment that is already served or par 
tially served by residential or commercial APs. While follow 
ing legacy procedures of channels selections 2110, the said 
Multi-Beam base station has to allocate different channels to 
adjacent beams even if those are not first choices of the legacy 
procedure, this is followed up by verification stage 2120 and 
authorization stage 2130 as illustrated. 
0110 FIG. 22 describes a method 2200 using a prior art 
roaming procedure's Radio-Resources-Management (RRM) 
to pool UEs neighbors reports about their neighboring ser 
vice set identifier (SSIDs). Such information used to expose 
neighboring beams that create crosstalk to a given UE, which 
is a useful information in allocating UE to optional beams (i.e. 
use Such information to try to reallocate a given UE to a beam 
that does not produce crosstalk to it). Method 2200 may 
include for example using UE reporting of neighboring APS 
2210. For example, this may be carried out by periodically 
using Cisco’s “Cisco Compatible Extension (CCX) like S36 
RRM request, or like S51 Neighbor List Update message 
advising 6 best neighboring APs 2220. The method then goes 
on to deriveBeam Cross talk table (All UEs measurements of 
all neighboring beams) 2230. Then, a coordination hub uses 
cross talk information to inform schedulers of all beams APs 
2240. The method then goes on to a step in which each 
schedulers will try to avoid or minimize cross talk via a Super 
frame time share structure 2250 and back to the step of using 
UE reporting of neighboring APs 2220. 
0111 FIG. 23 is a block diagram illustrating a system 
buildup 2300 using crosstalk infronmation to minimize it via 
scheduling, in accordance with Some embodiments of the 
present invention. Beams 2310 covering UE may be time 
multiplexed by their respective AP scheduler 2320 and coor 
dinator 2330 based on the crosstalk information coming from 
the UEs. 

0112 FIG.24 describes a method 2400 for forcing UEs to 
roam from its autonomously selected beam into the Multi 
Beam-AP preferred beam. For each UE grade best and second 
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best beam, (or more) based on neighbors list 2410. Then a 
coarse allocation process is carried out by spreading the UES 
across the beams as evenly as possible, choosing either first or 
second best beam for each, by forcing handover 2420. The 
fine allocation process is carried out by referring to the Cross 
Talk table, verifying UE groups in odd/even beams that would 
be exposed to collision (e.g., that will experience cross talk) 
referring to the cross talk table, check optional moving of a 
given UE from first to second best beam of vice versa, that 
will reduce overall cross talk, again, by forcing handover 
2430. Then, a load balancing process is carried out by esti 
mating, over a given period, a traffic level for each UE, aggre 
gating per beam and comparing all beams traffic, and balanc 
ing load by forcing handover 2440. In one embodiment, 
roaming is forced by denying of service to the UE via authen 
tication rejection, forcing it to Scan and pick the second best 
beam 2450. In another embodiment, the AP will use handover 
procedure to force the UE to roam 2460. Channel 3 and 4 are 
then assigned (if available) to loaded beams 2470. The pro 
cess then restarts at step 2410. 
0113 Denial of service to a given UE via authentication 
process, forces it to scan for alternatives, and thus getting it to 
hook up on the alternative beam; other methods can be based 
on temporary reduction of its preferred beam’s power while 
maintaining or temporarily increasing the power of the Multi 
Beam-AP preferred beam, in such a way that will cause the 
UE to scan for the alternative and roam to it; yet another way 
is to temporarily interfere with the QoS or Error Rate of 
Acknowledgment delivered to that UE, forcing it to scan for 
alternative, and the like. 
0114 FIG. 25 addresses an issue of non-flat channel; 
although BW for Wi-Fi is in the order of 1% in both low and 
high bands, normally facilitating efficient cancellation and 
tapering, this invention high isolation requirements can be 
assisted by Super accuracy, which can be provided by separate 
cancellation circuitry/process for each frequency part inde 
pendently. Such a mechanism can be implemented by seg 
mentation of the bandwidth into Subsections and treating each 
such subsection individually; e.g. with OFDM modulation, it 
can be done per subcarrier or be Radio Bearer (RB), bringing 
the cancellation and tapering performance closer to the 
boundary. 
0115 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the beam patterns of the transmit antennas exhibit contami 
nating transmit signals being an accumulated contribution of 
side lobes and back lobes, wherein the system further 
includes amplitude/phase modules associated with said trans 
mit antennas and null transmit module configured to receive 
a difference between signals received by said receive antenna 
and said contaminating transmit signals detected in the 
receiving circuitry and control said amplitude/phase modules 
so that transmit signal component in the receiver are reduced 
using accurate destructive interference manifested via closed 
loop. 
0116. According to some embodiments of the invention, a 
sample of transmitted signal of each beam is used as a refer 
ence for an individual reduction process for each antenna 
elements of the receiver systems, or for each beam of the 
receiver. According to Some embodiments of the invention, 
the reduction is carried out individually per Sub-segments of 
the bandwidth or via Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering 
0117. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the APs are configured to have their power level of the trans 
mission, and receiving sensitivity of their receivers, tuned to 
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determine a range of cells coverage, in a way that sets up 
most (i.e. more than half) of the UE devices population in an 
area that is covered by the serving AP receiver's beam, but not 
covered by non serving APs receiving side lobes beams. 
0118 FIG. 26 addresses issues that may occur when 
installing the Site facing a close by building; while most 
beams are squinted to the right or to the left, creating a Snell 
reflection from the building wall that deflects away, there may 
be a perpendicular beam that hits the wall with Tx signal 
which is being reflected directly back to the Site, picked up by 
an adjacent receiving beam, and ends up blocking the asso 
ciated APs from transmitting concurrently or simultaneously 
with such a beam. 
0119 The remedy in such a case is to reduce power of such 
a beam to the level that eliminates blocking adjacent beams 
receivers; another way is to reduce those adjacent beams 
receivers sensitivity; yet another way is to deflect the victim 
or the victimized beams slightly if excessive reflected signal 
is not too great, i.e. few dBs. 
0120 FIG. 27 addresses conductive leakage that may 
occur between the various components of the Site, potentially 
defeating the high radiated isolation by introducing low iso 
lation via current over cables shield, common power Supplies, 
coupling between APs Radios and the like. 
0121 The proposed remedy may include a set of precau 
tions as follows: 
0122 1. Housing all Tx circuits separately from RX ones 
0123 2. Packaging units in faraday shielded boxes 
0.124 3. Implementing inevitable connections between 
shielded boxes via non-conductive lines like optical cou 
plers, or double shielded coaxial cables 

0.125. According to some embodiments of the invention, a 
Wi-Fi AP protocol may exhibit a basic medium contention 
IEEE802.11xx in which Wi-Fi devices packets are not syn 
chronized or delayed and wherein a distributed coordination 
function is applied via at least one of carrier sense and ran 
dom back-off, for collisions avoidance. 
0126. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the signals generated by the N co-channel Wi-Fi transmitters 
are sufficiently isolated from their N respective receivers such 
that a transmission power of a signal received by N-1 of the 
N co-channel Wi-Fi transmitters is lower than a white Gaus 
sian noise level present at the N respective receivers. 
0127. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the system further include a gateway and an access point 
coordinator 550a or 550 configured to instruct the beam form 
ers to spatially manipulate the beams, based on data received 
from the Wi-Fi UE devices, so as to maintain the sufficient 
isolation between the beams, over time. 
0128. According to some embodiments of the invention, a 
population or group of served UE devices is subdivided into 
two groups: a first group in which the transmission of a UE 
device served by a given beam is received by one or more 
beams receivers, and a second group in which UE devices 
transmission is receivable exclusively by its serving beam. 
0129. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the first group is allocated with one Wi-Fi channel and served 
by an omni/wide sector antenna, and wherein the second 
group is allocated with a second and a third Wi-Fi channel and 
is served by the directional beams. 
0130. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the system further include a coordinator which serves the 
plurality of APs, and configured to perform traffic analysis 
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and to execute load sharing between beams by forcing UE 
devices handover based on load balancing requirements. 
I0131. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the forcing of the UE devices handover between beams is 
carried out via Extended Service Set (ESS), or via AP denial 
of service to a given UE device at a given beam. 
0.132. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the crosstalk between co-channel directional beams is peri 
odically estimated using UE devices estimation of alternative 
or neighboring NAPs, and a relative power level of such 
neighbors versus the serving AP is reported by the UE to the 
AP, to be reported to the coordinator, generating for each UE 
crosstalk values originated by N-1 co channel directional 
beams. 
0.133 According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the coordinator initiates a handover of victim UE devices 
being affected by victimizing beams which cause crosstalk to 
said UE devices, to said victimizing beams. 
I0134. According to some embodiments of the invention, 
the coordinator reports a crosstalk table indicating crosstalk 
between victimizing beams and victim UE devices to the 
victimizing beams and the victim UE devices and the APs 
feeding the victim UE and the victimizing beam perform time 
sharing when victim UEs are served. 
I0135. As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, 
aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a system, 
method or an apparatus. Accordingly, aspects of the present 
invention may take the form of an entirely hardware embodi 
ment, an entirely software embodiment (including firmware, 
resident Software, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment com 
bining software and hardware aspects that may all generally 
be referred to herein as a “circuit”, “module' or “system.” 
0.136. In various embodiments, computational modules 
may be implemented by e.g., processors (e.g., a general pur 
pose computer processor or central processing unit executing 
Software), or digital signal processors (DSPs), or other cir 
cuitry. The baseband modem may be implanted, for example, 
as a DSP. A beam forming matrix can be calculated and imple 
mented for example by Software running on general purpose 
processor. Beamformers, gain controllers, Switches, combin 
ers, and phase shifters may be implemented, for example 
using RF circuitries. 
0.137 The flowchart and block diagrams herein illustrate 
the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible 
implementations of systems and methods according to vari 
ous embodiments of the present invention. In this regard, each 
block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a 
module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function(s). It should also be noted that, in some 
alternative implementations, the functions noted in the block 
may occur out of the order noted in the figures. For example, 
two blocks shown in Succession may, in fact, be executed 
Substantially concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be 
executed in the reverse order, depending upon the function 
ality involved. It will also be noted that each block of the 
block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combina 
tions of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illus 
tration, can be implemented by special purpose hardware 
based systems that perform the specified functions or acts, or 
combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions. 
0.138. In the above description, an embodiment is an 
example or implementation of the inventions. The various 
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appearances of “one embodiment”, “an embodiment’ or 
“some embodiments’ do not necessarily all refer to the same 
embodiments. 
0.139. Although various features of the invention may be 
described in the context of a single embodiment, the features 
may also be provided separately or in any suitable combina 
tion. Conversely, although the invention may be described 
herein in the context of separate embodiments for clarity, the 
invention may also be implemented in a single embodiment. 
0140. Reference in the specification to “some embodi 
ments”, “an embodiment”, “one embodiment' or “other 
embodiments' means that a particular feature, structure, or 
characteristic described in connection with the embodiments 
is included in at least Some embodiments, but not necessarily 
all embodiments, of the inventions. 
0141. It is to be understood that the phraseology and ter 
minology employed herein is not to be construed as limiting 
and are for descriptive purpose only. 
0142. The principles and uses of the teachings of the 
present invention may be better understood with reference to 
the accompanying description, figures and examples. 
0143. It is to be understood that the details set forth herein 
do not construe a limitation to an application of the invention. 
0144. Furthermore, it is to be understood that the invention 
can be carried out or practiced in various ways and that the 
invention can be implemented in embodiments other than the 
ones outlined in the description above. 
0145. It is to be understood that the terms “including, 
“comprising”, “consisting and grammatical variants thereof 
do not preclude the addition of one or more components, 
features, steps, or integers or groups thereof and that the terms 
are to be construed as specifying components, features, steps 
or integers. 
0146 If the specification or claims refer to “an additional 
element, that does not preclude there being more than one of 
the additional element. 

0147. It is to be understood that where the claims or speci 
fication refer to “a” or “an element, such reference is not be 
construed that there is only one of that element. 
0148. It is to be understood that where the specification 
states that a component, feature, structure, or characteristic 
“may”, “might”, “can' or “could be included, that particular 
component, feature, structure, or characteristic is not required 
to be included. 
0149 Where applicable, although state diagrams, flow 
diagrams or both may be used to describe embodiments, the 
invention is not limited to those diagrams or to the corre 
sponding descriptions. For example, flow need not move 
through each illustrated box or state, or in exactly the same 
order as illustrated and described. 

0150. The term “method’ may refer to manners, means, 
techniques and procedures for accomplishing a given task 
including, but not limited to, those manners, means, tech 
niques and procedures either known to, or readily developed 
from known manners, means, techniques and procedures by 
practitioners of the art to which the invention belongs. 
0151. The descriptions, examples, methods and materials 
presented in the claims and the specification are not to be 
construed as limiting but rather as illustrative only. 
0152 Meanings of technical and scientific terms used 
herein are to be commonly understood as by one of ordinary 
skill in the art to which the invention belongs, unless other 
wise defined. 
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0153. The present invention may be implemented in the 
testing or practice with methods and materials equivalent or 
similar to those described herein. 
0154 While the invention has been described with respect 
to a limited number of embodiments, these should not be 
construed as limitations on the scope of the invention, but 
rather as exemplifications of some of the preferred embodi 
ments. Other possible variations, modifications, and applica 
tions are also within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, 
the scope of the invention should not be limited by what has 
thus far been described, but by the appended claims and their 
legal equivalents. 

1. A system comprising: 
one or more Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers; 
one or more Wi-Fi receive antennas; and 
a number N of co-channel Wi-Fiaccess points (APs) which 

comply with the IEEE802.11xx standard having Wi-Fi 
transmitters and receivers and connected to the Wi-Fi 
transmit antennas beam formers and the Wi-Fi receive 
antennas, 

wherein the Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers are con 
figured to produce and transmit a plurality of directional 
beams of a common frequency, directed at a plurality of 
Wi-Fi user equipment (UE) devices such that the direc 
tional beams are sufficiently isolated from each other, so 
that at least some of the Wi-Fi UE devices communicate 
simultaneously with the plurality of Wi-Fi APS. 

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the Wi-Fi AP 
protocol has a basic medium contention IEEE802.11xx in 
which Wi-Fi devices packets are not synchronized or delayed 
and wherein a distributed coordination function is applied via 
at least one of carrier sense and random back-off, for colli 
sions avoidance. 

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein signals gen 
erated by the N co-channel Wi-Fi transmitters are sufficiently 
isolated from N respective receivers such that a transmission 
power of a signal received by N-1 of the N co-channel Wi-Fi 
transmitters is lower thana white Gaussian noise level present 
at the N respective receivers. 

4. The system according to claim3, wherein the isolation is 
achieved by a spatial separation that attenuates the transmit 
ted signal of the directional beams by at least 100 dB. 

5. The system according to claim 3, wherein the receive 
antennas and/or the transmit antennas are positioned so that 
side lobes are directed to each other, wherein the antennas are 
designed such that said side lobes are suppressed. 

6. The system according to claim 3, wherein the receive 
and/or transmit antennas comprise an array of antenna ele 
ments and wherein said arrays are implemented with tapering 
that further reduces side lobe levels of the beams. 

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the tapering is 
carried out by monitoring traces of transmitted signals origi 
nated from said APs, and manipulating antennas weights to 
reduce said traces, and wherein said traces are fed into a 
cancelation process in which samples of the original signal 
are subtracted from said traces. 

8. The system according to claim 1, wherein gaps between 
the directional beams which use a first Wi-Fi frequency chan 
nel, are filled by an omni/sectorantenna using a second Wi-Fi 
frequency channel whose power leakage to the first Wi-Fi 
frequency channel is lower than -90 dBm, wherein gaps 
between the directional beams which use a first Wi-Fi fre 
quency channel, are filled by directional beams using a sec 
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ond Wi-Fi frequency channel whose power leakage to the first 
Wi-Fi frequency channel is lower than-90 dBm. 

9. The system according to claim 1, wherein the one or 
more Wi-Fi receive antennas are implemented by one or more 
beam formers. 

10. The system according to claim 1, further comprising a 
gateway and an access point coordinator configured to 
instruct the beam formers to spatially manipulate the beams, 
based on data received from the Wi-Fi UE devices, so as to 
maintain the sufficient isolation between the beams, over 
time. 

11. The system according to claim 1, wherein at least some 
of the directional beams are served by a single AP 

12. The system according to claim 1, wherein a population 
of served UE devices is subdivided into two groups: a first 
group in which the transmission of a UE device served by a 
given beam is received by one or more beams receivers, and 
a second group in which UE devices’ transmission is receiv 
able exclusively by its serving beam. 

13. The system according to claim 12, wherein the first 
group is allocated with one Wi-Fi channel and served by an 
omni/wide sector antenna, and wherein the second group is 
allocated with a second and a third Wi-Fi channel and is 
served by the directional beams. 

14. The system according to claim 1, further comprising a 
coordinator which serves the plurality of APs, and configured 
to perform traffic analysis and to execute load sharing 
between beams by forcing UE devices handover based on 
load balancing requirements. 

15. The system according to claim 14, wherein the forcing 
of the UE devices handover between beams is carried out via 
Extended Service Set (ESS), or via AP denial of service to a 
given UE device at a given beam. 

16. The system according to claim 14, wherein crosstalk 
between co-channel directional beams is periodically esti 
mated using UE devices estimation of alternative or neigh 
boring NAPs, and a relative power level of such neighbors 
versus the serving AP is reported by the UE to the AP to be 
reported to the coordinator, generating for each UE crosstalk 
values originated by N-1 co channel directional beams. 

17. The system according to claim 16, wherein the coordi 
natorinitiates a handover of victim UE devices being affected 
by victimizing beams which cause crosstalk to said UE 
devices, to said victimizing beams. 

18. The system according to claim 17, wherein the coordi 
nator reports a crosstalk table indicating crosstalk between 
victimizing beams and victim UE devices to the victimizing 
beams and the victim UE devices and the APs feeding the 
Victim UE and the victimizing beam perform time sharing 
when victim UEs are served. 

19. The system according to claim 1 wherein said direc 
tional beams have a side lobe pattern of approximately -30 
dB, achieved via digital tapering, implemented by both math 
ematical calculation and closed loop cancellation using feed 
back from at least one of UE devices and calibration trans 
mitters. 

20. The system according to claim 1, wherein beam pat 
terns of the transmit antennas exhibit contaminating transmit 
signals being an accumulated contribution of side lobes and 
back lobes, wherein the system further comprises amplitude/ 
phase modules associated with said transmit antennas and 
null transmit module configured to receive a difference 
between signals received by said receive antenna and said 
contaminating transmit signals detected in the receiving cir 
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cuitry and control said amplitude/phase modules so that 
transmit signal component in the receiver are reduced using 
accurate destructive interference manifested via closed loop. 

21. The system according to claim 20, wherein a sample of 
the transmitted signal of each beam is used as a reference for 
an individual reduction process for each antenna elements of 
the receiver systems, or for each beam of the receiver. 

22. The system according to claim 21, wherein said reduc 
tion is carried out individually per sub-segments of the band 
width or via Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering 

23. The system according to claim 1 wherein digital beam 
forming is performed by using an integrated Wi-Fi AP chip, 
converting all of the transmission RF paths into low fre 
quency, digitizing, converting all of the receiving RF paths 
into low frequency and digitizing it, feeding said digital sig 
nals into a digital processing module which performs beam 
forming, tapering and cancellation, and then converting the 
outputs of the said digital processing module back to RF level 
and feeding the transmission and the receiving antenna 
arrays. 

24. The system according to claim 1 where digital beam 
forming is performed by separating AP chip sets into two 
parts, one being the transceiver, the other being the baseband, 
lining up the latter in groups and connecting the baseband to 
inputs of a digital processing module which performs beam 
forming, tapering, and cancellation, the former in similar 
groups and connecting transceiver to the outputs of the said 
digital processing module, wherein the RF portion of the said 
transceivers are connected to a Transmission Antenna Array 
and a Receiving Antenna Array. 

25. The system according to claim 1, wherein APs are 
configured to have power level of the transmission, and 
receiving sensitivity of receivers, tuned to determine a range 
of cell's coverage, in a way that sets up most of the UE devices 
population in an area that is covered by the serving AP receiv 
er's beam, but not covered by non serving APs' receiving 
sidelobes beams 

26. A method comprising: 
providing one or more Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam form 

ers; 
providing one or more Wi-Fi receive antennas; 
providing a number N of co-channel Wi-Fi access points 

(APs) which comply with IEEE 802.11xx standard, con 
nected to the Wi-Fi transmit antennas beam formers; and 

producing a plurality of spatially directional beams of a 
common frequency, directed at a plurality of Wi-Fi user 
equipment (UE) such that the directional beams are suf 
ficiently isolated from each other, so that at least some of 
the Wi-Fi UEs communicate simultaneously with the 
plurality of Wi-Fi access points. 

27. The method according to claim 26, wherein the Wi-Fi 
AP protocol has a basic medium contention IEEE 802.11xx in 
which Wi-Fi devices packets are not synchronized or delayed 
and where a distributed coordination function is applied via at 
least one of carrier sense and random back-off, for collisions 
avoidance. 

28. The method according to claim 26, wherein the N 
co-channel Wi-Fitransmitters are sufficiently isolated from N 
respective receivers such that the transmission power 
received by N-1 of the N co-channel Wi-Fi transmitters is 
lower than a white Gaussian noise present in the N respective 
receivers. 

29. The method according to claim 26, where a sample of 
transmitted signal of each beam, is used as a reference for an 
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individual cancellation process for each antenna elements of 
the receiver systems, or for each beam of the receiver system. 

30. The method according to claim 26, wherein APs are 
configured to have power level of the transmission, and 
receiving sensitivity of receivers, tuned to determine a range 
of cell's coverage, in away that sets up most of the UE devices 
population in an area that is covered by the serving AP receiv 
er's beam, but not covered by non serving APs receiving 
sidelobes beams. 


